
Stable rollator with 
three customizable cues
The Rollz Motion Rhythm addresses people
with Parkinson’s or a disrupted gait pattern
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Accessories 

www.rollz.com

This umbrella offers 

protection against 

both rain and sun. It 

is firmly attached to 

the frame so the user 

can keep both hands 

on the rollator all the 

time.

The wheelchair package offers 

the possibility to quickly 

transform the Rollz Motion 

Rhythm into a transport chair. 

This accessory makes it 

possible to go further and rest 

along the way.

The Rollz Motion Rhythm 

can be equipped with 

slow down brakes, that 

give continuous resistance 

while walking. The desired 

brake intensity is easy to 

adjust. 

Umbrella

Wheelchair package 

Slow down brake

for the Rollz Motion Rhythm 
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Helps regain the walking 
rhythm
The Rollz Motion Rhythm is developed for people with a disrupted gait pattern or 
who suffer from freezing episodes, like those with Parkinson’s. This very stable 
rollator encourages the start of a rhythmic gait pattern with the help of three cues. 

With laser light, vibrations 
and sound signals

This Parkinson rollator 

gives multiple stimuli to 

step out of a freeze: a 

laser line on the ground, 

a metronome with two 

different sound tones, and 

vibration in the handlebars. 

These three cues can be 

combined as desired. 

The laser, vibration and sound 

indicate the desired walking 

rhythm. Cues combination and 

tempo can be set in the module 

on the rollator. The rhythmic 

pattern starts by pressing the 

button on the handlebar.

The pace of the cues can be lightly 

accelerated to stimulate the user to 

walk faster. Or the pace can be set 

slower, for smoother movements.

Variation in pitch of the metronome prevents 

habituation, this way the user stays focused. 

These tones can also be played via the 

smartphone.

Start the rhythmThree cues

Speed up or slow down 

Two tones

The vibration, pitch and sound 

intensity can be adjusted in 

the corresponding app on the 

smartphone. Via the app, the 

pattern length of the cues can 

be set to: 8x, 16x, 32x or non-

stop. 

Smartphone app
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